FISHING SAFETY
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Northern Shuswap Tribal Council Fisheries Team
Fishing is part of the traditional way of life for Secwepemc people. Practicing “fishing safety” is extremely important to ensure
a fun, safe activity for everyone. Fish sustain our people, but fishing without taking proper safety precautions may result in the
loss of a loved one. Northern Shuswap Tribal Council fisheries experts show some examples of ‘safety fishing measures’ below.
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1) Find a good fishing spot on the banks of the river which will
enable you to have good footing and access to a tie-off/anchor
point.
2) Choose good quality rope that will withstand double
your weight, and make sure it is NOT a stretchy-type rope.
3) Tie a slip-knot on one end of the rope to wrap around your
waist or chest (See Image A). Also, tie several knots down l
length of the rope—which will help you grab onto the rope
securely when rope is wet, to pull you out of the water in the
event you fall into the river. (See Image B)
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4) Tie the other end of the rope off on an “anchor point/rock”. This is critical—make sure you choose an existing spike/tie off
point (See Images C/D/E), or tie rope around a large rock that is immovable and can withstand at least double your weight without
rocking or moving in any way. (See Image F). You may also tie off to a large tree if one is within range.
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5) The above images (Images G/H/I/J) show examples of rope-safety techniques used by NSTC Fisheries Manager.
6) One last safety tip (not shown in images)—PLEASE wear a life jacket. It just might be the safety measure that saves your life.

THINK AND PRACTICE SAFETY FIRST when you are fishing,
so that you are home to enjoy your fish with your loved ones.

